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Individual Architecture
aerosun® EXCLUSIVE LINE



in the 
open airopen air

Create More Space





We design exclusive space types - for your outdoor living room. 
Such as a comfortable garden lounge, a pool shading or weather protection 
for your open air kitchen. 

If desired, in combination with light, heat and acoustics.



made with love
in Seeonin Seeon

Exclusive Style



with sweet
dreamsdreams

Enjoy Comfort Zones



From the idea to the processing and final assembly, each project is specially 
designed to your needs. 

Whatever your needs, we will help you to find an individual and unique 
solution, to give you and others more space.



With an exceptional aesthetic claim, aeronautec creates new visual highlights 
in architecture. 

Depending on local conditions and requirements the aerosun® MEMBRANE STRUCTURES 
can be designed as half or whole year solutions. 



Experience Architecture

in perfect 
aestheticsaesthetics



are excellent
fabricsfabrics

The Secret of our Success



The secret of our sucess is called aeroflon®. aeronautec developed this 
extremely durable membrane made of 100 % PTFE (Polytetrafluorethylen) 
and patented it. 

The multiple award winning fabric is already being used successfully in a wide 
variety of industrial applications apart from textile architecture. 
For us, it is the material with which we realize your wishes and visions.



aeronautec GmbH
Gewerbering 7
83370 Seeon
Germany

mail: info@aeronautec.net
phone: +49 (0) 8624 89199-0

Experience service from one source. After measure-
ment,  conception and customization of your aerosun®             

MEMBRANE STRUCTURE, we are assembling with our 
own team, because we understand our work as an        
integral process. 

Each sail is accustomed to local conditions and requi-
rements and the size of the shading space. Also the         
altitude  of the sun in different times of the year plays 
an important role - so you can enjoy your comfort zone in 
all kinds of weather.

www.aeronautec.net

Regional
Production


